Abstract: Synchronized phasor measurement units (PMUs) are replacing conventional measuring meters in modern power networks. The paradigm of grid monitoring has shifted to a wider area. This offers better monitoring, protection, and control of the overall power grid. This paper presents an approach for optimal placing of PMUs in constrained power grids using the binary integer programming technique. The proposed approach deals with four constraints: 1) observability of network, two cases of fully observable and partially observable networks are investigated; 2) conventional measurements, three cases of zero injection bus and injection measurement, conventional power flow measurement, and both injection and power flow measurement are considered; 3) failure of a single PMU or communication line; and 4) rate of failure of PMUs or communication line, two cases of low and high are considered. The proposed approach is tested on an IEEE 14-bus system, a 21-bus 400-kV real power system, and an IEEE 30-bus system. This study will help the power system planner to design an economical, efficient, and reliable monitoring system.
Introduction
Phasor measurement units (PMUs) were introduced in the early 1980s and quickly became a popular technology.
Various applications of PMUs are in a developing and operational phase around the world [1] . A PMU uses synchronized signals from global positioning system (GPS) satellites. It measures voltage, currents, and frequency at the bus.
Several PMU placement algorithms have been proposed by researchers and reported in the literature. PMU placement solution sets for network observability using mathematical and heuristics algorithms are cited in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Numerous heuristic algorithms are explored for the optimal placement of PMUs in power systems, such as the bisecting search and simulated-annealing algorithm [2] , tailored nondominated sorting genetic algorithm [3] , tree search method [4] , immunity genetic algorithm [5] , binary imperialistic competition algorithm [6] , and the improved tabu search [7] . Mathematical algorithms proposed for the PMU placement problem are based on integer nonlinear programming [8] , integer linear programming [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and integer quadratic programming. In the literature, PMU placement is analyzed for constraints such as a mixed measurement set, single PMU outage or single line outage, multistage PMU placement, etc. Authors discussed the reliability evaluation of electric power systems, as in [17, 18] . A reliability-based PMU placement solution was presented in [19] . In [20] , the authors proposed a multicriteria decision-making technique for the strategic placement of PMUs in power systems.
Here an approach for optimal placing of a PMU in a constrained grid using the binary integer programming technique is proposed. Four constraints are chosen for investigation: 1) observability of network: case a) fully observable network, case b) partially observable network; 2) conventional measurements: case a) consideration of zero injection bus and injection measurement, case b) consideration of conventional power flow measurement, case c) both injection and power flow measurement; 3) failure of a single PMU or communication line; and 4) rate of failure of PMUs or communication line: case a) low, case b) high.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the basic rules for the PMU placement problem. A brief PMU placement formulation is presented in Section 3. The case studies are presented in Section 4. The results and conclusion are presented in Section 5.
Basic rules for PMU placement problem
A PMU is placed at a bus capture, the bus voltage phasor is placed at its associated bus, and the current phasors are placed along all branches that are incident to that bus. Three basic rules can be utilized for PMU placement as follows [15] : 1) If the voltage phasor and current phasor at one end of a branch are known, the voltage phasor at the other end of the branch can be calculated using Ohm's law.
2) If the voltage phasors at both ends of the branch are known, the branch current can be calculated.
3) If there is a zero injection bus without a PMU, whose outgoing currents are known except for one, then the unknown outgoing current can be calculated using Kirchhoff's current law.
Measurements directly obtained from PMUs, such as bus voltage phasor and outgoing phasor currents, are referred to as direct measurements. Measurements derived using the above three rules are referred to as pseudomeasurements.
All the network buses must be observed at least once for minimum measurement redundancy. To ensure the complete network observability under a single PMU or communication line failure, measurement redundancy must be increased by placing additional PMUs at strategic locations.
PMU placement formulation
The objective of the PMU placement problem is to find the minimum number of PMUs and their locations in order to make the power network topologically observable. The observability of a bus depends on placing the PMU at that bus or at one of its incident buses.
The problem is formulated as in Eq. (1) . Minimizing the objective function F gives the solution of the stated problem:
subject to the condition given by function f j . The definition of f j varies from constraint to constraint:
where f j is the constraint function at bus j , c i is the PMU installation cost at bus i, x i is the binary PMU placement variable.
Observability constraint
For complete network observability, the constraint f j becomes as in Eq. (2) .
Constraint function f j is defined as in Eqs. (3) and (4).
1, if i = j a ij = 1, if buses i and j are connected (4) 0, otherwise where f j is the observability constraint function at bus j .
a ij is the network binary connectivity matrix.
Incorporation of zero injection bus and injection measurement
The constraint function for the zero injection bus is formulated as in Eq. (5), whereas Eq. (6) states the presence of the zero injection bus.
y ij is an injection measurement matrix formed by entering one for the element of the column corresponding to the branch associated with the zero injection measurement bus, and the rest of the entries are zero.
When no PMU is placed at the zero injection bus, the formulation is as in Eq. (7).
Incorporation of flow measurement
In a branch equipped with a flow measurement, if one of its terminal buses is observable, the voltage phasor of the other terminal bus can be calculated from the measured flow (active and reactive) and line parameters. Mathematically, in branch i − j with a flow measurement, buses i and j become observable if the PMU is placed at either of the buses. This can reduce the number of required PMUs for the observability of the power system.
Thus constraint function becomes as in Eq. (8):
Inclusion of both nonflow measurement buses and flow measurement buses in the observability constraint is given in Eq. (9) .
P ij is a power flow measurement matrix, formed by entering one for the element of the column corresponding to the nonflow measurement bus, followed by entering one for the element of the column corresponding to the flow measurement bus while the rest of the entries are zero.
Incorporation of conventional measurement (both flow and injection)
Zero injection bus or injection measurement and flow measurement are combined and the new constraint function obtained is as in Eq. (10) .
Failure of a single PMU or communication line
A PMU and communication line may fail depending on their failure rates [17, 18] . The constraint function of Eq. (2) is modified with the inclusion of failure of a PMU or communication line to Eq. (11).
f j can be obtained from Eqs. (3) and (10) for complete network observability using PMU-based measurement and both PMU-and conventional-based measurement, respectively. The constraint of Eq. (11) ensures that the network bus will remain observable under failure of a single PMU or communication line. f j ≥ 2 states that the bus needs a minimum of two observability sources or monitoring devices.
Case studies
The above PMU placement formulation is tested on the IEEE 14-bus system, a 21-bus 400-kV real power system, and the IEEE 30-bus system using a binary integer programming technique in MATLAB. The 21-bus 400-kV real system is part of the Maharashtra grid, which comprises 6 generators and 33 transmission lines, of which one is a triple circuit line, twelve are double circuit lines, and the remaining lines are single circuit lines for transmitting electrical power. Generation from a private company is not considered in the analysis. Table  1 gives the topology and details of the grid.
The PMUs to be placed are of (measurement) M-class. It is assumed that they have a sufficient number of measurement channels as required at a given bus to capture voltage and current phasors. Their costs are assumed to be 1 p.u.
Optimal PMU placement
To decide the optimal placement of the PMUs, four constraints are chosen as mentioned in Section 1. Case V: Partial observable network (one depth of unobservability) using PMU-based measurement for low failure rate of PMU or communication line.
Case VI: Partial observable network (one depth of unobservability) using PMU-based measurement for high failure rate of PMU or communication line.
Case VII: Partial observable network (one depth of unobservability) using PMU and conventional-based measurement for low failure rate of PMU or communication line.
Case VIII: Partial observable network (one depth of unobservability) using PMU and conventional-based measurement for high failure rate of PMU or communication line.
Considering the IEEE 14-bus system, for Case I each bus is to be observed once, and the failure rate of the PMU or communication line is low. Hence,f j ≥ 1 . Using Eq. (4), connectivity matrix a ij is formed as in Eq. (12) . (11) incorporates both the PMU-based measurement and the conventional measurement. Bus number 7 is the injection measurement bus. Bus numbers 4, 8, and 9 are connected to bus number 7. Therefore, they become observable, and the branch currents are also known. Buses 2, 3, 5, 10, and 14 are made observable through pseudomeasurement. They are connected to any of buses 4, 8, and 9. Buses 1, 6, 11, and 13 are connected to any of the 2, 3, 5, 10, and 14, and hence they are unobservable with a depth of one. By placing a PMU at bus number 10, adjoining bus numbers 9 and 11 become observable. Buses 4, 7, 10, 14, and 6 are made observable through pseudomeasurement. They are connected to either of buses 9 and 11. Buses 2, 3, 5, 13, and 12 are connected to any of buses 4, 7, 10, 14, and 6, and hence they are unobservable with a depth of one. Similarly, by placing a PMU at bus number 13, adjoining bus numbers 6, 12, and 14 become observable. Buses 5, 11, and 9 are made observable through pseudomeasurement. They are connected to any of buses 6, 12, and 14. Buses 1 and 2 are connected to any of buses 5, 11, and 9. Hence, they are unobservable with a depth of one. The network is partially observable and the failure rate of a PMU or communication line is high. Therefore, only two PMUs are required. They are placed at bus numbers 10 and 13. Bus numbers 1 and 2 become unobservable in the case of failure of a single PMU or communication line.
Cases I-IV investigate the optimal PMU placement for a complete observable network under different grid constraints. Cases II-IV are solved in a similar way to Case I. Cases V-VIII investigate optimal PMU placement for a partial observable network under different grid constraints. Cases V-VII are solved similarly to Case VIII. Tables 2-4 present the PMU placement for the IEEE 14-bus system, the 21-bus 400-kV real power system, and the IEEE 30-bus system, respectively. Each system is investigated for all eight cases. 
Two-stage PMU placement
Currently, the grid is monitored using both conventional meters and PMUs. It is not economically feasible to add the featured PMU in one stage. Therefore, a stage-wise addition of PMUs, based on constraint of failure of a single PMU or communication line, is suggested here. Table 5 provides the optimal PMU placement solution set in two stages for the constrained grid system. In Case I, the network is completely observable and requires four PMUs to be placed at bus numbers 2, 6, 7, and 9. Here the failure rate of the PMU or communication line is negligible. In Case II, the network is completely observable and needs nine PMUs to be placed at bus numbers 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 13. Here the failure rate of the PMU or communication line is high. Therefore, the number of PMUs required to make the network completely observable is high. It is observed that the locations resulting from Case I are all included in the locations resulting from Case II. Case II is more severe than Case I. Therefore, it is suggested to place four PMUs at bus numbers 2, 6, 7, and 9, as resulting from Case I in the first stage. This makes the network completely observable. 
Conclusion
This paper presented an approach for optimal placement of PMUs using a binary integer programming technique. The number of PMUs in the network increases with the increase in network complexity and constraints. The PMU placement at the zero injection bus helps to find the optimal solution easily. When the depth of observability is reduced from complete to one depth of unobservability, the number of PMUs is reduced with the trade-off of network security and system reliability. Here a multistage PMU placement for a large power grid is proposed. The optimal number of PMUs is found to be approximately two-thirds of the number of buses depending on network topology. The main contribution here is the stage-wise addition of PMUs based on the constraint of the failure rate of the PMU or communication line. Stage-wise placement of the PMU in the network ensures network security and reliability.
This study provides a wide scope for a PMU placement strategy. The power system planner can choose the PMU placement depending on financial availability, network density, and network observability.
